Implementation of traffic through the gates of train stations in Saudi Arabia
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１．Introduction
Saudi Arabia will launch many train stations,
which will be used for all where in some
places that include a large population such
as the capital Riyadh and the city of Jeddah
and places of sacred feelings such as Mecca
and Medina, where there is no smooth and
effective way to promote the large number of
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２．Related Works
I lived in Japan for 8 years and in this
period I found that Japan does care about
people with special needs in many ways.
Japan is advanced and developed following
images.

４．Current outcomes
1-There is no smooth way to enter the train
stations in saudi Arabia.
2-Lack of an easy way to pass, delays
travelers from the train.

５．Conclusion
Trains have been running in Saudi Arabia

recently so Saudi Arabia does not have enough
experience to manage large numbers of people
so I came up with a thought of a train card.
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